The currency pairs are: USD/CHF, EUR/CHF,
AUD/USD, NZD/USD, EUR/GBP, EUR/JPY,
GBP/JPY, CHF/JPY, GBP/CHF, EUR/AUD,
EUR/CAD, AUD/CAD, AUD/JPY, EUR/USD,
USD/JPY and GBP/USD.
MetaStock Pro FX includes a trade link with FX brokers
for populating all your trade information on their
trading platform providing ease and speed when placing
trades.
The MetaStock Pro FX symbol database displays the
FOREX pairs and does not include any of the volume
indicators since volume is not available from the FOREX
market.
MetaStock Pro FX offers the most powerful money-

Why Trade FOREX?
FOREX is short for the
Foreign Exchange markets
where the world's
currency is traded.
Here’s why FOREX
trading is so popular.
1) The FOREX market is
the most liquid market in
the world. This lets you
get in and out at the price
you want.
2) The FOREX market is
open 24 hours a day, 5.5
days a week. Trade when
you want.
3) You have a high

leverage ratio in the
FOREX market. This
means you can capture
large profits with a smaller
amount of capital than
other markets.
4) You can expect a high
level of fluctuations during
the trading day in the
FOREX market so you'll
have more trading
opportunities.
5) No overnight gaps.
This is a traders nightmare
in other markets, but no
worries in the FOREX
market.

making tools to help you find better trading
opportunities, no matter your experience level. It has the
ability to reduce the profit-killing emotions of greed and
fear from your trading.

Here’s how MetaStock Pro FX’s
power tools can help you trade the
FOREX markets!
System testing— Test multiple trading systems on
multiple currency pairs. You’ll get buy and sell signals
based on the trading system that best matched that
security. These signals free you from harmful emotions
that influence your trading decisions.
Pre-built trading systems —Immediately start system
trading with MetaStock’s large library of built-in trading
systems! You’ll find these systems easy to use and very
reliable. Additional systems are available for purchase.
Scanning & filtering — Scan thousands of currency
pairs to find prime trading opportunities. This screening
occurs in the background, freeing your computer for
other tasks!
Expert advice — A library of experts will help you with
your specific trading situation, will identify trends,
highlight price bars, place symbols, set alerts, and identify
31 different candlestick patterns.
Indicator library — Over 200 built-in indicators and
line studies ensure you will find the indicators that work
best with your trading style. This collection includes
over 80 indicators for Broad Market analysis.
Flexible charts —Crisp currency charts are automatically
saved. Or save your charts as Templates or Layouts.

Mr. Fancher has had phenomenal success with
MetaStock Professional. Here are just a few of his
comments about his experience with MetaStock Pro
taken from an interview performed
earlier this year.

everything, the direction of the market, the strength of
the trade. It's just that easy."
"My sister bought a software program for
just over $5,000 that doesn't even compare
to MetaStock."

"It was simple, it was just so simple. I'd
ask people if they can follow
instructions. If it says buy, if you can
read that, you buy. If it says sell, if you
can read that, you sell. It's just that
simple."
"One of the most significant things I
found about MetaStock was the
Enhanced System Indicators. Out of
200 indicators, it pulls out the top five
for the type of trading I am doing and it
tells me what the top five are to make
the most money. Those indicators
consistently pull out the best trades in
the market for me to trade."

"There were about 40 people in the group
who had bought the other software. When
I bought the MetaStock software, I
introduced it to all of them. Many of them
bought it and still have it, haven't turned
back and are making money with it."
"If I can learn to use MetaStock in a 3 hour
"The success I've had period, I think anybody can learn to use it.
with MetaStock has just I think that certainly with a little support
form technical support you can learn to use
overwhelmed me... I
it because that's where I got my help.”

can look at this
software and just see
everything, the
direction of the market,
"MetaStock employees, the home office, the strength of the
I have been thoroughly impressed. I've trade. It’s just that
been a business man for 25 years, self
easy."
employed and very few times have I ever
J. Fancher
come across a company that had the
Forex Trader
home office support. The willingness
and ability to help has never changed."
"The success I've had with MetaStock has just
overwhelmed me. I just never expected this kind of
success. I never expected that I could take $5,000 and
live off of it. I can look at this software and just see

"I strongly suggest that until you take a look
at MetaStock, do not commit to those other
companies. At least give yourself a chance
to look at what I think it the best software
on the market."
"If you're thinking at all about being in the
Market, Stock Market, New York Stock
Market, NASDAQ or the Foreign Exchange
Market, you need MetaStock Pro!"

"MetaStock does it all and it costs half as much as one of
those other software packages."

MetaStock Pro FX
Announcing the MetaStock way to trade the FOREX
market— MetaStock Pro FX!
MetaStock Pro FX is the real-time version of
MetaStock Professional, specifically created for
FOREX trading!
MetaStock Professional has been helping real-time
investors make better trades for over five years.
It’s been selected as the best analysis software
by the readers of Stocks and Commodities
magazine for the past three years. And now it
is offered in a version designed for FOREX traders.
You'll find just the tools you need to get amazing FOREX
buy and sell signals with MetaStock Pro FX.
We conducted numerous interviews with active FOREX
traders to discover the tools and techniques they use to
make better FOREX trades. This information led us to
create the best tools and functions you will need to trade
today's FOREX market.
In MetaStock Pro FX, you’ll get the chart set-ups FOREX
traders use most. You can apply the same analysis, create
the same trading systems and use the same time
increments. You’ll also have pre-built templates that make
your FOREX trading much easier.
With MetaStock Pro FX, you'll have the symbol database
of the FOREX pairs in real-time. There are 17 FOREX
tailored layouts of currency pairs that come pre-built with
MetaStock Pro FX.

MetaStock also gives you nine charting styles to choose
from including bars, lines, candlesticks, candlevolume,
eqivolume, kagi, renko, three line break, and point &
figure.

The FX Keltner Systems— Keltner Channels are
recognized as a proven tool for analyzing the FOREX
markets by many FOREX traders. This system gives you
two sensational ways for you to use Keltner Channels in
your analysis.

Powerful indicator builder — Custom-create your own
trading systems and indicators. Writing the formulas is as
easy as picking the functions you need from a wide array
of math and investing functions to save you valuable
time.

Keltner System 1 is composed of a Template
and an Expert. It looks for specific patterns
that occur on a very infrequent basis. When
signals occur, they are usually followed by
sharp moves. The Template displays a Price
Oscillator, an ADX, and Keltner Channels
when the FX Keltner System 1 is attached.

Free technical support— You’ll always find a friendly
technical support representative ready to
help solve your problem. You can call, send
an email, or contact them through chat.
And best of all, this service is FREE to our
registered MetaStock customers.

Keltner System 2 is also composed of a
Template and an Expert. It looks for specific
patterns that occur on a more frequent basis.
The Template displays a Price Oscillator, an rsquared indicator and Keltner Channels when
the FX Keltner System 2 is attached.

The Built-in FOREX Trading Systems
The FX Multiple Time Frame System — This system
allows you to get a “top down” view of a FOREX
currency pair for easy decision confirmation.

This system has two experts and one template. This
template replicate the favored screen layout of many of
the FOREX traders we interviewed. This template is
divided into five charts. The daily, 60 minute, 30
minute, 15 minute and 5 minute charts have an 8 period
RSI. These charts also have the FX Multiple Time Frame

Trend Expert attached.
In addition, the 5 minute chart has a 50, 12 and a 3
period Exponential Moving Average.
This Multiple Time Frame system uses multiple time
frame charts to determine trends with a currency pair.
This is an intraday system whose signals are generated on
a 5 minute chart. It uses the Relative Strength Index for

the buy or sell signal and the MACD and Moving
Averages to confirm the signal.
With the 60 minute, 30 minute and 15 minute charts,
you’ll get a green up arrow if the trend is up and a red
down arrow if the trend is down. The 5 minute chart is
the trade signal chart. It is the one that will display buy
and sell symbols on the chart and generate alerts.

QuoteCenter has an incredible amount of information
available including quotes on all kinds of instruments
from all over the world, technical analysis and charting,
and news from Reuters and hundreds of other news
suppliers.
What makes this so powerful for the FOREX trader is
the QCFX workspace that gives you instant access to
massive amounts of FOREX data. You can even get
FOREX specific news stories that give you even more
money-making detail.

There are two FX Keltner Systems, FX Keltner
System 1 and FX Keltner System 2. Obviously,
these two systems use Keltner Channels as
their primary method of triggering signals.

Additional modules— MetaStock works with outside
software modules. There are over 13 plug-ins and addons.

Start with the daily time frame, and then move through
the other charts until you end up with the 5 minute
chart. You’ll see if every time frame is giving you the
same trade signals. If they are, it is a strong confirmation.

Bollinger Bands, Standard Error Bands, and a
Stochastic Oscillator to generate buy and sell signals
and alerts. The Template displays Bollinger Bands,
Standard Error Bands, and a Stochastic
Oscillator.

Order your copy of MetaStock Pro FX today, and take a
giant leap toward successful FOREX trading.

QuoteCenter’s powerful FOREX data combined with MetaStock Pro FX is the best
FOREX trading combination you’ll ever find.

The FX Pattern System— The FX Pattern System gives
revealing buy and sell signals. Many FOREX traders use
this methodology as part of their analysis strategy.
The FX Pattern System is another system popular with
many FOREX traders. It combines Bollinger Bands,
Standard Error Bands and a Stochastic Oscillator in a way
that gives FOREX traders revealing buy and sell signals.
Many FOREX traders use this methodology as part of
their analysis strategy.

Superior Data From
MetaStock QuoteCenter
MetaStock Pro FX gets it’s data from Metastock
QuoteCenter. MetaStock QuoteCenter is powered by
Reuters, the leader in the FX marketplace. This real-time
platform is incredibly powerful, offering premium quality
quotes and news at an individual investor price.

QuoteCenter is actually data and software that when
paired with MetaStock Pro FX gives you the ultimate
This is composed of a Template and an Expert and uses FOREX trading platform.

To order
or for more
information on
MetaStock Pro
FX, visit
metastock.com
or call
1-800-882-3040

MetaStock is a registered trademark and MetaStock QuoteCenter and MetaStock
Professional are trademarks of Equis International, LLC. All rights reserved.

